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Self-assembly of DNA on a gapped carbon nanotube
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Abstract We perform molecular dynamics simulations to
analyze the wrapping process of a single-stranded (ss) DNA
around a gapped CNT immersed in a bath of water. We
observe the formation of a stable molecular junction with
the ssDNA adopting a helical or circular conformation
around one CNT electrode and a linear conformation around
the opposite electrode. We find that DNA undergoes several
conformational changes during equilibration of the self-
assembled molecular junction. This process would allow a
higher yield of successful CNT-DNA interconnections,
which constitutes a novel structure of interest in chemical
and biological sensing at the single-molecule level.
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Introduction

Biological molecules integrated in nanosensors offer novel
possibilities to reach a higher degree of chemical sensitivity

and specificity due to the variety on structure-function
and molecular recognition mechanisms of molecules in
the living cell. Specifically, DNA has been investigated
recently in several nanotechnology applications [1–20].
On the other hand, carbon nanotubes (CNT) are suitable
as molecular interfaces due to their unique electrical
conductivity and mechanical stiffness [1, 21–30] as well
as due to the possibility to manipulate their structure
and function through oxidative processes using ion or
electron beams [31].

DNA base-pair recognition properties allow us to make
arbitrary DNA-based nanostructures [32–34] and some
efforts on the electrical characterization of these nanostruc-
tures have already been performed [35, 36]. DNA-CNT
interactions in water solution show self-assembly properties
[37], which can be exploited for making hybrid nanodevices
[38–41] and be combined with other molecular electronics
approaches [42–47].

Molecular imaging instruments such as scanning electron
microscope (SEM) and atomic force microscope (AFM) do
not allow getting details at the atomistic level and they have
limitations on imaging suspended nanostructures. On the
other hand, molecular dynamics simulations allow the anal-
ysis and prediction of structural conformations of CNT
wrapped by DNA [48, 49]. For instance Zheng et al. [50]
proposed, based on AFM measurements, that poly GT
(sequences of repeating guanine and thymine nucleotides)
wraps helically around CNT as a hydrogen-bonded di-
mer with a 18 nm pitch helix. However using molecular
dynamics simulations, Johnson et al. [48] found that an
18 nm pitch helical wrapping is structurally unstable,
but a helical conformation with denser pitch was strongly
favored and hybridization between multiple adsorbed poly
GT oligonucleotides was unfavorable due to geometric
factors.
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Guo et al. [51] developed a method to connect a carbon
nanotube gap with single DNA molecule. In their method,
amine functionalization of DNA molecules allowed the
covalent amide linkage to CNT functionalized with carbox-
yl groups; they obtained ten working devices out of 370 that
were tested. This low yield on successful interconnection of
carbon nanotube with DNA is due to an inherent difficulty
on creating a covalent bond. In the present work, a self-
assembly process is analyzed in which a single stranded
DNA molecule bridges a gapped CNT through noncovalent
bonding.

Methods

The molecular system under study consists of a single
stranded (ss) DNA molecule with an initial helical confor-
mation positioned parallel to a single-walled CNT. The
initial separation between DNA and CNT is 15 Å, and the

nanotube gap is 22 Å (Fig. 3a). Two types of carbon nano-
tube are considered in the analysis of CNT-DNA assembly,
the (4,0) and (5,0) CNTs. By making terminal carbon atoms
to share a covalent bond, we get a CNT structure periodic
along the z-direction. The simulation box size is 40Å×
50Å×80Å and includes 4500 TIP3P water molecules as
well as 14 Na+ counterions to exactly neutralize the nega-
tively charged ssDNA backbone. The software PACKMOL
[52] is used to construct the initial configuration of the
system.

The dynamics of the system is modeled with the
CHARMM force field [53] included in the large-scale atom-
ic/molecular massively parallel simulator (LAMMPS) pro-
gram [54]. Periodic boundary conditions are applied to a
canonical NVE ensemble. Electrostatic interactions are cal-
culated by the particle-particle and particle-mesh (PPPM)
[55] method using a precision of 10-4. CNTs are modeled as
uncharged Lennard-Jones particles using sp2 carbon param-
eters from the CHARMM force field. To control the tem-
perature, atom velocities are rescaled at every time-step by
using the Berendsen thermostat [56], which is applied to
only the translational degrees of freedom. The positions of
all CNT atoms are constrained by not updating the velocity
for atoms in the CNT, as expected applications consider the
CNT attached to fixed metal electrodes. Visualization of
trajectories is performed using the Visual Molecular
Dynamics (VMD) software [57]. van der Waals energy
corresponding to CNT interactions with the ssDNA, and

Table 1 Lennard-Jones and Coulombic interactions are computed
with an additional switching function S(r) detailed in Eq. 3

Cutoff Lennard Jones Coulombic

r < rin VL J(r) C(r)

rin < r < rout S(r) × VL J(r) S(r) × C(r)

r > rout 0 0

Table 2 Pair coefficients
epsilon (ε) and sigma (σ) for
interactions between atoms of
the same type (Fig. 1). (Units:
kcal/mol and Å, respectively)

Atom type ε σ Atom label Atom type Ε σ Atom label

1 0.110 3.563595 C 21 0.028 2.387609 HN8

2 0.100 3.385415 CN1 22 0.024 2.387609 HN9

3 0.100 3.385415 CN1T 23 0.200 3.296325 NN1

4 0.100 3.385415 CN2 24 0.200 3.296325 NN2

5 0.090 3.385415 CN3 25 0.200 3.296325 NN2B

6 0.090 3.385415 CN3T 26 0.200 3.296325 NN2U

7 0.075 3.385415 CN4 27 0.200 3.296325 NN2G

8 0.075 3.385415 CN5 28 0.200 3.296325 NN3

9 0.075 3.385415 CN5G 29 0.200 3.296325 NN3A

10 0.020 4.053589 CN7 30 0.200 3.296325 NN3G

11 0.020 4.053589 CN7B 31 0.200 3.296325 NN4

12 0.056 3.581413 CN8 32 0.1521 3.150574 OT

13 0.056 3.581413 CN8B 33 0.1200 3.029056 ON1

14 0.078 3.634867 CN9 34 0.1200 3.029056 ON1C

15 0.046 0.400014 HT 35 0.1521 3.153781 ON2

16 0.046 0.400014 HN1 36 0.1200 3.029056 ON3

17 0.046 0.400014 HN2 37 0.1521 3.153781 ON5

18 0.046 1.959977 HN3 38 0.1521 3.153781 ON6

19 0.046 0.400014 HN5 39 0.5850 3.830864 P

20 0.022 2.351973 HN7 40 0.0469 2.429926 SOD
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coulombic energy corresponding to interactions between
adjacent phosphate atoms in the ssDNA backbone are com-
puted as defined in the CHARMM force field (Table 1).

Previous to every molecular dynamics simulation, an
energy minimization of the system is performed to reach a
local potential energy minimum to avoid hot spots. Then the
temperature of the system is raised from 5 K to 300 K in a
0.5 ns run using a 2 fs time step; this time step is used in all
cases. Then a 1 ns run at 300 K is performed to ensure
equilibration. To accelerate the wrapping process, the tem-
perature is raised to 330 K in a 1 ns run, and the system is
allowed to equilibrate at 330 K for 42 ns, until the average

root mean square deviation (avRMSD) was observed to
stabilize with a deviation of less than 0.05 Å within a
nanosecond of simulation time. The RMSD is calculated
for the DNA structure with respect to its initial conformation
according to Eqs. 7 and 8.

The Lennard-Jones potential,

VLJ ðrÞ ¼ 4 2 σ
r

� �12
� σ

r

� �6
� �

ð1Þ

represents nonbonded interactions between pairs of atoms
separated by at least three bonds. It is composed of two terms:

Fig. 1 Structures and atom
labels for (a) adenine, (b)
guanine, (c) cytosine, (d)
thymine, (e) sugar and
phosphate groups
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the first describes the Pauli repulsive interaction at short
ranges due to overlapping electron orbitals, and the second
describes the van der Waals attractive interaction at long
ranges due to dipole-dipole interactions and to fluctuating
molecular dipolemoments. Table 2 shows the pair interactions
coefficients between atoms of the same kind (Fig. 1).

The Coulombic potential,

C rð Þ ¼ Cqiqi
"r

ð2Þ

represents interactions between static atomic charges.
Lennard-Jones and Coulombic interactions are computed
with an additional switching function S(r),

SðrÞ ¼ r2out � r2
� �2
r2out � r2in
� �3 r2out þ 2r2 � 3r2in

� �
; ð3Þ

which allows decreasing interaction energies smoothly
when the interatomic distance is larger than an inner cutoff,
and forcing the energies to zero if the interatomic distance
exceeds an outer cutoff distance.

We use inner and outer cutoff values of rin08 Å and
rout 010 Å, respectively, for Lenard-Jones and Coulom-
bic nonbonded interactions.

For interactions between atoms of different type, pair
coefficients, ε and σ, are determined according to the fol-
lowing mixing rules,

2ij ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi2i � 2j

p ð4Þ
and

σij ¼ σi þ σj

2
ð5Þ

where, i and j correspond to the atom types shown in
Table 2.

To quantify torsional interactions, ssDNA backbone di-
hedral angles (Fig. 2) are also computed according to Eq. 6.

t ¼ 2p þ a tan 2 v2j jv1: v2� v3½ �; v1� v2½ �: v2� v3½ �ð Þ ð6Þ

To analyze changes in the DNA structure as a whole, we
compute the root mean square deviation (RMSD) of atomic
coordinates averaged over the entire simulation, which indi-
cates the average scalar distance between atoms of the same
type for ssDNAwith respect to its initial structure, allowing
one to assess how well the DNA structure is maintained
during the simulation:

RMSDðiÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ΣM

k rik � r0kj j2
M

s
; ð7Þ

where the summation runs over all the M atom posi-
tions in the DNA molecule at the ith snapshot. Finally

the average RMSD through the snapshots is calculated
from

avRMSDðNÞ ¼ ΣN
i RMSDðiÞ

N
ð8Þ

where the summation runs over N snapshots of the
simulation.

Results

Simulations are performed to analyze the interaction of a
gapped single-walled carbon nanotube (CNT), interacting
with a 15-base ssDNA molecule. The gap in the CNT
divides the CNT in left and right (branches) CNTs that
eventually may serve as electrodes in practical applications.
The self-assembly of the molecular junction is driven by a
strong van der Waals attraction between the faces of the
nucleobases and the CNT sidewall.

A 15-base (A1T1C1A2A3T2A4T3C2C3A5C4C5T4G)
ssDNA, chosen at random, is initially at 1.5 nm from the
gapped CNT (Fig. 3a). During the initial process, when
increasing temperature from 5K to 330K (Figs. 3a, 3b, 3c

Fig. 2 (a) Dihedral angles in DNA backbone. (b) Definition of the
dihedral angle τ
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and 3d), the DNA molecule approaches the CNTs (4,0)
filling the gap; in this process, the DNA molecule elongates
losing its helical-stacked conformation. After 8 ns of equil-
ibration, at 330 K (Fig. 3e), the ssDNA molecule adopts a
linear conformation along the left CNT electrode and the
(C4C5T4G) segment adopts a loop conformation on the right
electrode due to stacking of cytosine (C4) and guanine (G).
Additional 8 ns of equilibration at 330K is required to
observe a clear helical wrapping process (Fig. 3f), adopting
ssDNA a helical conformation around one CNT electrode
and a linear conformation on the opposite CNT electrode,
with four DNA bases filling the gap and only three bases on
the right CNT electrode. Further equilibration at 330K is
performed, after which we observe the ssDNA structural
conformation changes from helical to circular (Fig. 3g), with
only three DNA bases filling the gap and five bases on the
right CNT electrode. The adoption of circular conformation

in the DNA segment (A1T1CA2A3T2) is aided by the for-
mation of a hydrogen bond between adenine (A1) and thy-
mine (T2) bases; this bond formation is promoted by the
high temperature (330K) imposed to the system. The
ssDNA circular conformation is stable for 18 ns at 330K
(Figs. 3g,h,i), after which we observe the final stable con-
formation adopted by ssDNA. This is a circular conforma-
tion on one CNT electrode and a loop (C4C5T4G) on the
opposite electrode (Fig. 3i); the loop structure is due to
formation of hydrogen bond between cytosine (C4) and
guanine (G). Figure 4 shows a similar evolution for ssDNA
wrapping around a gapped CNT(5,0).

However, there is a difference between the DNA wrap-
ping processes for the CNT(4,0) and CNT(5,0). For inter-
action of ssDNA with CNT(4,0), we observe that the DNA
molecule stabilizes slowly on the CNT surface, adopting at
room temperature, a linear conformation on the left

Fig . 3 Time evolut ion of ssDNA (A1T1C1A2A3T2A4T3

C2C3A5C4C5T4G) structural conformation around CNT (4,0). (a) t00
ns, T00 K, initial configuration for the system. (b) t00.5 ns, T0300K,
ssDNA begin to approach CNT. (c) t01.5 ns, T0300K, tendency for a
wrapping process. (d) t02.5 ns, T0330K, ssDNA gets elongated along
CNT. (e) t010.5 ns, T 0330K, beginning of wrapping process. (f) t018.5
ns, T0330K, ssDNA adopts helical conformation on one of the CNT

branches and loop conformation on the opposite one. (g) t026.5 ns, T0
330K, formation of hydrogen bond between adenine (A1) and thymine
(T2) bases causes ssDNA changing conformation from helical to circular.
(h) t034.5 ns, T0330K, ssDNA keeps the same structural conformation.
(i) t044.5 ns, T0300K, ssDNA changes from linear conformation to loop
conformation on the right CNT electrode, aided by the formation of a
hydrogen bond between cytosine (C4) and guanine (G)
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electrode and a helical but stacked conformation on the right
electrode (Fig. 3c), with stacking of two DNA bases. While
for the interaction of ssDNAwith CNT(5,0), we observe the
DNA molecule approaches the CNT surface faster, adopting
the ssDNA a helical conformation on the left electrode at
room temperature (Fig. 4c), with DNA bases stacked to the
CNT surface.

We notice that the magnitude of van der Waals (vdW)
interaction energy between CNT and DNA is stronger for
the CNT(5,0) case (Fig. 6b) compared to the CNT(4,0) case
(Fig. 5b) and the oscillation of van der Waals energy is
smaller for the CNT(5,0) case; this is due to a higher surface
area on the CNT(5,0). We also observe that the vdW energy
decreases notoriously at the beginning of the equilibration
steps at 300K (time00.5 ns) and at 330K (time02.5 ns) due
to the wrapping of ssDNA around CNT surface.

A general mechanism of the wrapping process of
ssDNA around carbon nanotube occurs from the 3’
end to the 5’ end [48]. In the present work the (4,0)
and (5,0) CNTs are considered for the analysis of the
interaction with the ssDNA and we observe in both
cases a wrapping process from the 3’ end to the 5’
end. For the CNT (4,0), the ssDNA wraps the carbon
nanotube adopting a circular conformation on the left
electrode (Fig. 3i, Table 3); however, for the CNT(5,0)
case, ssDNA adopts a circular conformation on the right
CNT electrode (Fig. 4i, Table 4).

The mechanism responsible for the ssDNA overall struc-
tural conformation is credited to electrostatic and torsional
interactions within the sugar-phosphate backbone because
the backbone contains an intrinsic curvature and prefers a
helical wrapping rather than a linear one. A decrease in

Fig. 4 Time evolution of the ssDNA (A1T1C1A2A3T2A4T3C2-

C3A5C4C5T4G) structural conformation around CNT (5,0). (a) t00
ns, T00 K, initial configuration for the system. (b) t01 ns, T0300K,
ssDNA begins to approach CNT. (c) t01.5 ns, T0300K, , ssDNA
adopts helical conformation on one CNT branch and a linear confor-
mation on the opposite. (d) t02.5 ns, T0330K; ssDNA keeps same
structural conformation. (e) t010.5 ns, T 0330K, ssDNA adopts a
helical conformation on both CNT branches, (f) t018.5 ns, T0330K;
ssDNA adopts circular conformation on one CNT, aided by the

formation of a hydrogen bond between cytosine (C2) and guanine
(G), and a linear conformation on the opposite branch. (g) t026.5 ns,
T0330K, a new hydrogen bond is formed between thymine (T3) and
adenine (A5), contributing to the stability of the ssDNA circular con-
formation. Only two bases are on the left CNT electrode and four bases
filling the CNT gap. (h) t034.5 ns, T0330K; ssDNA keeps same
structural conformation. (i) t044.5 ns, T0300K, ssDNA keeps same
structural conformation
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electrostatic energy during the first 10 ns of simulation time
(Figs. 5a, 6a) is associated with an increase in phosphate-
phosphate distance in the DNA backbone and a
corresponding decrease in electrostatic repulsion, favoring
a helical conformation for ssDNA. Structural and energetic
changes in ssDNA proceed via a rearrangement of the
average torsional angles < τ > (Fig. 2) in the ssDNA
backbone (Fig. 7).

We denote by avRMSD (Fig. 8) the RMSD value aver-
aged over the simulation time, stopping the simulation when
the avRMSD is observed to stabilize with a deviation not
bigger than 0.05 Å within a nanosecond of simulation time
(Table 5).

We also observe a tendency for a helical conformation in
ssDNA structure during the equilibration process at 330K,
nevertheless, helical turns continue being generated, forcing
the ssDNA conformation to change from the helical to a
circular one, aided by the formation of hydrogen bonds. The
final stable conformation of ssDNA is a circular one on one
electrode and a linear or loop conformation on the opposite
CNT electrode; both h-bonded conformations are shown in

Fig. 5 Time evolution of (a) electrostatic energy of interaction be-
tween adjacent phosphate atoms and (b) van der Waals energy of
interaction between the CNT(4,0) and the ssDNA molecule. Energy
units are in kcal mol-1 and time in ns

Table 3 Time evolution of
ssDNA structural conformations
around CNT (4,0)

Time

(ns)

Temperature (K) ssDNA conformation Energy (kcal/mol)

Left CNT Right CNT Coulombic vdW

1.5 300 Linear Helical 570.9 -47.2

2.5 330 Linear Helical 536.9 110.7

10.5 330 Linear Loop 559.7 -155.7

18.5 330 Helical Linear 556.9 -141.5

26.5 330 Circular Linear 557.1 -172.1

34.5 330 Circular Linear 553.5 -83.8

44.5 330 Circular Loop 551.8 -154.1

Table 4 Time evolution of
ssDNA structural conformations
around CNT (5,0)

Time

(ns)

Temperature

(K)

ssDNA conformation Energy (kcal/mol)

Left CNT Right CNT Coulombic vdW

1.5 300 Helical Linear 603.5 -147.9

2.5 330 Helical Linear 601.6 -146.1

10.5 330 Helical Helical 548.2 -193.3

18.5 330 Linear Circular 587.9 -184.7

26.5 330 Linear Circular 588.3 -180.1

34.5 330 Linear Circular 587.6 -183.9

44.5 330 Linear Circular 594.6 -188.0
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Figs. 4g,i and 5f,g. When the circle forms on one end of the
ssDNA, the other end is no longer able to adopt a helix
shape because the remaining ssDNA is not long enough. In
other trials with several initial configurations, DNA forms
loops and disordered kinked structures because of steric
interactions between adjacent bases and the ssDNA flexibil-
ity, being a polymer with several degrees of freedom, yield-
ing a very irregular energy landscape with several local
minima [49].

Conclusions

Atomistic molecular dynamics simulations have been
performed exploring the self-assembly dynamics and
structure of a molecular junction enabled by the CNT-
DNA wrapping process. ssDNA is able to bridge a
carbon nanotube gap adopting different structural con-
figurations around each carbon nanotube, a helical con-
figuration and then a circular conformation around one
CNT branch during the equilibration process at 330K;
this conformation is kept at room temperature; while on
the other CNT, ssDNA adopts a linear elongated or
otherwise loop configuration during the process at
330K and keeps that conformation at room temperature.
We attribute the different conformations DNA adopts in
our molecular junction to the influence of mainly two
factors, length of ssDNA on each CNT electrode and
the arrangement of hydrogen bonds on the CNT surface.

Fig. 6 Time evolution of (a) electrostatic energy of interaction be-
tween adjacent phosphate atoms and (b) van der Waals energy of
interaction between single-walled carbon nanotube (5,0) and the
ssDNA molecule. Energy units are in kcal mol-1 and time in ns

Fig. 7 Time evolution of average ssDNA dihedral angles < τ > (°) for
(a) ssDNA-CNT(4,0) and (b) ssDNA-CNT(5,0) molecular junctions.
Time is in ns and curves are color coded: alpha (red), beta (green),
epsilon (turquoise), gamma (orange), delta (purple), zeta (blue)

Fig. 8 Time (nanoseconds) evolution of averaged root mean square
deviation (avRMSD, in Å) calculated for the ssDNAmolecule with respect
to its initial conformation. Plots correspond to (a) ssDNA-CNT(4,0) and (b)
ssDNA-CNT(5,0)

Table 5 Summary of avRMSD values for ssDNA during the last 5 ns
of simulation

Time ( ns ) avRMSD ( Å )

ssDNA-CNT(4,0) ssDNA-CNT(5,0)

40.5 22.42 12.95

41.5 22.43 12.94

42.5 22.45 12.93

43.5 22.48 12.92

44.5 22.48 12.90
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